
HISTORY 131       AFRICA:  THE AGE OF EMPIRES 

 

 

FALL QUARTER 2009,  Monday - Wednesday, 1:00 - 2:30,  MR. GARFIELD 

  

 

 This course is an introduction to the history of Africa,  and to the 

cultural, religious, social and economic lives of Africans.  Chronologically, it 

goes from ancient times to about 1750, an era during which Africa was dominated 

by great empires whose creation, organization, and decline provide a framework 

for its history.  We will study not only the empires as such, but also the 

various peoples and cultures who created them and lived within them.  We will 

see how "everyday" social, cultural and economic matters influenced the 

histories of these larger and more famous historical subjects.  We will also 

study the geographical, social, and ecological factors that influenced, 

supported and limited empire-building in ancient Africa. 

 

 History 131 carries credit in the DePaul Liberal Studies Program in the 

Domain of Understanding the Past. 

 

 The course consists of both lectures and readings.  Class attendance, 

except on exam days, is optional but students are responsible for all material 

covered, and announcements made, in class. Students are also responsible for the 

assigned readings, even if not reviewed in class.  Don't assume that "optional 

attendance" means that coming to class is not necessary or important.  Don't 

feel that "getting the notes" is a substitute for time in class.   

 

 As a matter of classroom etiquette, students must turn off all cell phones 

and similar devices before coming to class.  A student who receives a call 

during class, or who makes a call, or sends or receives a text-message during 

class, will be asked to leave for the day.  A second offense in this regard will 

lead to the student being dropped from the course.   

 

 Students are expected to follow the University Student Handbook rules 

regarding academic honesty.  Any student who is found to be cheating on an exam, 

who is discovered being untruthful regarding missed classes or assignments, or 

who plagiarizes their paper [e.g., by downloading a paper from the Web, by 

purchasing a paper from any source, or by having someone else write the paper] 

will fail the course.  The incident will also be reported to the Dean of the 

College of Arts & Sciences for further action at the university level, which may 

include suspension or expulsion from the university. 

 

 Course grades will be based two exams during the term, a Final Exam, and a 

term paper.  Exams will be given on the dates noted, and will have the weight 

indicated toward the term grade. Except in unusual circumstances explained to, 

and accepted by, the Instructor in advance, NO MAKE-UP EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN!  

 

 Each exam will have an essay section and a map section.  Students will be 

given sets of outline maps of Africa, which they are expected to use to take 

geographical notes:  geographic regions, climate zones, physical features, 

states, cities and cultural regions should be noted, as they will be tested on 

the map section of each exam.   

 

 The exams and the Paper will not be given letter-grades. Instead, each 

will have a point-value relative to the weight each has toward the term grade.  

At the end of the course, each student's points will be added up, the totals put 

on a scale, and a letter-grade for the course calculated.  This will be the only 



actual letter-grade given, though the Instructor will let students know their 

standing in the course after each in-class exam in nominal letter-grade terms.  

 

 Students who need an accommodation for a disability should contact the 

Instructor as soon as possible.  All such discussions will be confidential. 

Students should also contact the PLuS Program and/or the Office for Students 

with Disabilities; both are in the Student Center, Rm. 307, and can be reached 

at (773) 325-1677.  They can also be contacted via the Web at:  

http://studentaffairs.depaul.edu/plus/ 

 

 Each student, as part of their work for the course, will write a term 

paper, which will count for 30% of the term grade. The paper will be an 

examination of the political system, structure and organization of any African 

people or ethnic group [erroneously called "tribes"] who existed in any era from 

the earliest times in Africa until about 1750 A.D.  The paper should show how a 

people's culture shaped their political system and vice-versa, including ideas 

about who possesses the right to rule, and concepts of political legitimacy.   

 

 The Paper will be between six [full] and ten pages in length, not counting 

footnotes, title page and bibliography.  The Paper should be double-spaced, and 

margins should be one inch all around.  If done on a computer with variable font 

sizes, it should use 12-point type. A standard type-face, such as Times-Roman, 

should be used.  All Papers must be done on a computer or typewriter, without 

hand-written corrections.  Footnotes can be in any style as long as they are 

consistent.  Bibliographies must be in standard format; if in doubt, consult the 

History Department Website.  The bibliography must have at least five items, 

only one of which may be an encyclopedia.  

 

 The Paper must have a separate title page, giving the student's name, the 

course name and number, and the subject of the Paper. It must also have a 

bibliography, giving all of the sources consulted for the Paper, even if a 

source is not directly cited. Students must footnote all information in the 

paper that is not common knowledge; for instance, you would not footnote that 

George Washington was the first president.  You would footnote what he wore to 

his inauguration.  A good rule of thumb:  if in doubt, footnote it! 

 

 Books, journal articles, newspapers and visual media are all acceptable 

sources.  Students may use the Internet, but not more than two sources may be 

from the Web.  Sources in print form which are also accessible on the Web, such 

as a journal article, do not count against the two Web-source limit.  Be 

careful:  nothing on the Internet has been screened for accuracy or even for 

basic truth.  If you use an Internet source, you must give its full URL, as well 

as the title and author of the piece, if known.  You may not use or cite 

Wikipedia. The paper must be entirely the student's own work. Any suspicious 

paper will be submitted to TurnItIn.com for analysis.  A paper shown to be 

plagiarized or copied in any way will result in an automatic F for the course, 

and the incident will be referred to the appropriate university authorities for 

further action. 

 

 Students must choose their Paper topic no later than Monday, Sept. 21st.  

If they do not pick a topic by that date, the Instructor will choose one for 

them.  Once chosen, the topic may not be changed, so consider carefully before 

making a selection.  Only one Paper may be done on a given topic, and the rule 

of first-come-first-served applies.  Students must inform the Instructor, either 

in person, by e-mail, or by phone, of their topic choice, and have it approved. 

Just picking a topic without getting it approved does not count. 

 



 The paper will be due on the last day of class, Nov. 16th. A late paper 

will have its grade reduced by 20% for each day it is late. At any time until 

Nov. 2nd, students may submit drafts to the Instructor for comments and 

suggestions; these will not be graded.   

 

 

 The text for the course is:   

 

  Erik Gilbert & Jonathan T. Reynolds, "Africa in World   

   History:  from prehistory to the present," 2nd Edition. 

   

 All pages noted below refer to that book. 

 

  

 The topics in the course, the dates on which they will be covered, and the 

readings for each topic are: 

 

 

Sept. 9 -- Course Introduction:  Africa and the World:  xvii-xx, 4-13. 

 

 

Sept. 14 -- African Geography:  15-22.    

 

 

Sept. 16 -- Africa's Ecology:  24-36.  

 

 

Sept. 21 -- African Society:  37-48.  [Last day to choose Paper topics] 

   

 

Sept. 23 -- Africa's Peoples:  48-62.  

 

 

Sept. 28 -- No Class:  Instructor's Absence. 

 

   

Sept. 30 -- First Exam  (20%). 

 

 

Oct. 5 -- Egypt, Nubia and Africa:  63-81. 

 

 

Oct. 7 -- The Empire of Ethiopia:  82-94. 

 

 

Oct. 12 -- The Western Sudan and the Ghana Empire:  95-106. 

 

  

Oct. 14 -- The Empire of Mali:  106-109. 

 

 

Oct. 19 -- The Empire of Songhai, and after:  109-112.    

 

 

Oct. 21 -- Second Exam  (20%). 

 

 



Oct. 26 -- City-States and Kingdoms of the Central Sudan:  112-116. 

 

 

    [Oct. 27th; Last Day to Drop Course] 

 

 

Oct. 28 -- The Zanj and the Portuguese:  117-135, 223-229. 

 

 

Nov. 2 -- Kingdoms of the Savanna:  179-183, 190-192.  [Last Day to submit Paper 

          drafts] 

 

  

Nov. 4 -- The Lake Kingdoms:  235-243. 

 

 

Nov. 9 -- Southern Africa and its settlers:  244-250. 

 

 

Nov. 11 -- Southern Africa and its settlers:  251-260. 

 

 

Nov. 16 -- Africa and the World in the 18th Century:  141-164, 173. 

 

            [Papers Due] 

 

 

FINAL EXAM:   Monday, Nov. 23rd, 11:45 -- 2:00  (30%). 

 

 

 The Instructor's Office Hours are in SAC, Rm. 406, Monday and Wednesday, 

8:30 to 9:30 and 2:45 to 4:00; other days and times are available by 

appointment.  The Instructor's phone number is (773) 325-1556; it has voice-mail 

for taking messages.  If you wish a return call, be sure to leave your name and 

phone number, including area code. The Instructor's e-mail address is:  

rgarfiel@depaul.edu 

 


